
Steps to cancel Allegiant Air trip flex flight 

Allegiant Air is an American airline. It has a fleet size of 92 and flies to 122 destinations. The 

airline is headquartered in Summerlin, Nevada. If you purchased Trip Flex while booking 

Allegiant tickets then you get the advantage to change or cancel your reservation without paying 

any extra amount. However the usage of Trip Flex is permitted only once. If you want to know 

how to cancel allegiant air booking with Trip Flex then, the steps are given below. 

1. Open Allegiant Air website. 

2. Select ‘Manage Travel’ option. 

3. Provide your ‘First name’ ‘Last name’ and ‘Confirmation number’. 

4. This will open your trip summary. 

5. Now open ‘Itinerary Details’. 

6. The option to cancel your outbound flight or the return flight or the whole itinerary will 

appear. 

7. Select the flight you want to cancel. 

8. Lick on cancel button. 

9. The option to use Trip Flex will appear. Select it. 

10. You can then cancel your flight. 

Passengers can also call the reservation office or the contact center of the airline and get their 

tickets cancelled. They can provide their details to the executive and ask them to cancel. 

Few important things that you should about Trip flex cancellation are given below. 

• Since the use of TripFlex is limited to only one-time so any further cancellation will be 

processed as cancellation without TripFlex and other policies and fees will apply. 

• Flight Cancellation with Trip Flex can be done up till1 hour before departure. The 

remaining part of itinerary like hotel, activities will be fortified by airlines. 

• If the entire itinerary needs to be cancelled then it should be done minimum seventy-two 

hours before departure. 

• On cancellation of ticket passengers will be given a non-refundable, non-transferable 

voucher that can be used within 36 days for future travel. 

• Passengers can also cancel unused Trip Flex within 24 hours of their purchase. If Trip 

Flex is cancelled through Customer Care passengers will get a refund and if cancelled 

online a non-refundable and non-transferable voucher will be given for future use. 

For more information about allegiant airlines reservations passengers can contact the customer 

service center of the airline. 

https://www.travohelp.com/flights/allegiant-air-g4

